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Mold found
in SUB's dish
washing room,
last spring

OCTOBER 3, 2008

Relief from the...

Sticke

BY MATT ANDERSON
NEWS EDITOR

An outside testing firm identified several types of mold after
a facilities employee discovered
a substance that appeared to be
mold in the dish washing area of
the Wheelock Student Center,
April 2008.
The university employee was
investigating a report of damage to a wall in the dish washing
room where the suspicious material was found, according to John
Hickey, Associate Vice President
for Business Services — the department that oversees the Dining and Conference Services.
The University hired two firms,
Environix and NVL, to identify
the types of mold found.
"A mold testing firm and an
environmental consulting firm
tested for mold and found that
there were several types present," Gayle McIntosh, the University's director of communications, said. "None were believed
to pose serious health threats."
SEE MOLD PG. 2

The cost of higher education rises each year. However,
with the enactment and re-authorization of the Higher
Education Opportunity Act, universities and loan
companies will be required to be more transparent.
BY JENI OPPENHEIMER
NEWS WRITER

T

he Higher Education Opportunity Act (HEOA), signed
into law Aug. 14, could have a strong affect on both students
UPS as well as the institution itself. While re-authorization
of the original act is supposed to happen every six years, the

finalization of this re-authorization has been being pushed back since 2003.
As a result, this re-authorization includes "addressing some inherent issues"

ASUPS
revamps
website
BY MIKE KNAPE
NEWS WRITER

Nearly five months in the
making, the new Associated Students of University of
Puget Sound (ASUPS) website
launched this month, Sept. 5,
after a complete reworking from
the ground up. The site arrives
courtesy of seniors Jeff Ammons,
the ASUPS Director of Technology Services, and his coding counterpart, Stefan Moluf,
ASUPS Senior Technical Lead.
"We wanted to create a userfriendly website with the ability to adapt over time. It's been
our goal since being hired to
Tech. Services to create a new
website — one that will more
easily enable future innovation on the site," Ammons said.
Located at www.asups.ups.
edu , the website contains a diSEE

WEB SITE
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said. "The measures in HEOA are meant
to finalize what earlier legislation started though The Sunshine Act and other
legislative actions. The hope is that this
transparency and other HEOA requirements will simplify the process of applying for financial aid and give students
more understanding of the process."
Schools and the Department of Education will be required to provide a
number of new informational disclosures to the public. These disclosures include ones that deal with college costs,
SEE

FINANCE

PG. 2

The Cost of Higher Education :
$33,780
$4,890
$3,870
$330
$195

Tuition
Housing
Meal Plan
Student Health Insurance
Student Government

$43,065

Total

,l/3.
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Voter registration deadline approaching
BY MATT ANDERSON

PG. 2
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with our federal aid programs, Maggie
Mittuch, the Associate Vice President
for Student Financial Services, said.
One of the outcomes of the act is to
ensure transparency regarding the costs
of college and federal loans. This, in
direct response to the loan and lender scrutiny issues a few years earlier.
"There was the sense that a lot of money was being made in the loan industry
on the backs of students and there were
a lot of inquiries about how lenders were
making their profits and into the nature
of the professional relationships between lenders and institutions," Mittuch

NEWS EDITOR

For Washington voters
who have not yet registered,
the deadline, Oct. 4, is approaching quickly for mail-in
and online voter registration
forms. The state will continue
to accept walk-in registrations
through Oct. 20.

Washington Secretary of
State Sam Reed, the chief
elections officer, is urging
eligible residents to vote in
the "pivotal November General Election," according to a
Sept. 25 press release.
The November election
will be extremely important
for Washington voters," Reed
said in the press release. "Sev-

eral key races will be on the
ballot, including president,
all nine congressional seats,
governor and other statewide
office, judicial races, most
legislative seats and many local government offices. Some
of these races will be close. I
encourage people who haven't
registered yet, to register. And
if you've moved and haven't

updated your registration, do
that soon so you can vote in
the upcoming election."
According to the press release, Washington is one
among only two states that
uses an online registration
system; Arizona also has an
online registration system.
Eligible residents may go to
www.vote.wa.gov to register.

NEWS
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WEB SITE
rectory of club officers, individual club pages, ASUPS Senate
information, and important official documents like the ASUPS
Constitution, along with documentation. The new streamlined
site has additional features that
set it apart from its predecessor.
One of Ammons' favorite
features is the ability for clubs
to keep an current roster that
students can update easily.
"Students can log into the site
using their [Puget Sound] Webmail account credentials and
then Join their club's group. That
way the club officers don't have to
worry about continually updating
their e-mail list," Ammons said.
Both Ammons and Moluf
are looking forward to the new
site's photo capabilities, which

CONT. FROM PAGE I
should be added shortly. In a few
months, they say, the site will be
`sweet: However there are still
`bugs' to be fixed, they added.
Besides fixing nettlesome issues, Ammons and Moluf want
to encourage the campus community to take a couple of steps
to make the site perfOrm as well
as possible. If you run into problems on the site, they ask that
you contact them and report
the issue. Likewise, they encourage everyone to use the site, as
it can become a useful resource
for learning about ASUPS and
club news as well as events.
To help maximize the site's
potential, it is also important
to not use 'Internet Explorer 6:
"People really shouldn't use
`Internet Explorer 6: it's not

up to par. 1E6' fails to comply
with web standards and we made
the decision to save time by not
supporting it," Ammons said.
Until the new site launched, the
previous website had not been
overhauled since the creation of
the Tech Services department of
ASUPS in 2004, much to the
dismay of Ammons and Moluf.
"Instead of changing the old
site, it had just been layered on
over time. It created a patchwork of sorts: old, cumbersome,
and hard to change," Moluf said.
Part of the problem stemmed
from the back-end program
used for the old website: Windows Sharepoint Services. Frustration with Sharepoint drove
them away from Windows and
towards a Linux/Apache server

as a means to host the new site.
Linux is a public, open-source
operating system, meaning that it
allows its users to examine and edit
its code. To contrast, Microsoft's
Windows code, which is roughly
comparable to a program's technological DNA, is kept secret.
"We knew we wanted to get
away from Windows, but after
that we looked at a lot of different options. We ended up
creating the site with an open
source framework called Django
because it gave us the most flexibility, while at the same time,
being powerful enough that we
didn t have to code all the little
details by hand: Ammons said.
The site is put online and run
through the Linux/Apache server. Django, however, is a sepa-

rate open source program that
serves essentially as a toolset with
which to code the actual website.
Ammons and Moluf each
spend approximately 15-20
hours a week during the school
year working on this project
and others for ASUPS Technology Services. They aren't entirely
alone on this endeavor, thou h.
Joe Clark and Juunior Andy Wickell took time
nior
out of their summer to help.
Ammons, who is in the Business Leadership Program with
a minor in Computer Science,
has been working on the website since he was elected to his
post last March. Moluf began
working on the ASUPS site in
one form or another when he
was hired almost three years ago.

Sustainability
continues to
be priority

FACULTY RECITAL

BY HARRY Yu

NEWS WRITER

STEINWAY & S

Being sustainable is arguably
one of the most popular things
someone can attempt to do.
Businesses are trying to implement 'green' strategies in addition to buildings. This trend in
mind, the Sustainability Advisory Committee (SAC) is holding a garbology event.
Garbology is all about
tracking our waste. Often,
people throw away recyclables
or buy items that have unnecessary packaging. Garbology will document and weigh
how much recyclable material
we throw out," the Live Green
Challenge page on the University's website states.
The event will be held Oct.
2 with a repeat on Oct. 30 to
compare and see if the campus
if it improved, according to
the web page.
The University wants that
ratio to improve. There are,
however, some obstacles
standing in the way.
"[Recycling] does require
more effort by people to do the
right thing and some individuals
don't want to spend the few extra seconds it requires to do the
right thing...We need to change
peoples long standing behaviors
so they 'think' sustainability.
For instance, emphasizing separating garbage from recyclable
materials when they drop off
their waste," Murray Stopherd,
Director of Dining and Conference Services, said.
While Stopherd's thoughts
address the problem of combating recyclable waste, Marshall
Hall remains an issue that the
University is continuing to attempt to deal with the issue.
Eric Lanigan, class of 2010,
is the chair for the pilot sub-

Ns
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Recital: A pianist plays at the September 19 recital — a vocal performer, Cherie Hughes, was also featured.

MOLD
Mold, according to NVL's
website (nvllabs.com ), has the
potential to cause health risks.
"Molds produce allergens
(substances that can cause allergic reactions), irritants, and in
some cases, potentially toxic substances (m/cotoxins)," the website states. Inhaling or touching
mold spores may cause allergic
reactions in different individuals. These allergic responses include hay fever-type symptoms,
such as sneezing, runny nose, red
eyes, and skin rash (dermatitis),
asthma, irritate the eyes, skin,
nose, throat, and lungs of both
mold-allergic and non-allergic
people. Research on mold and
health effects is ongoing."
The types of mold found were,

CONT. FROM PAGE I
according to Hickey and McIntosh "common to this area of the
world."
The common types of mold
found in the Pacific Northwest,
according to NVL's website, include: Acremonium, Aspergillus, Cladosporium, Fusarium,
Mucor, Neurospora, Penicillium, Rhizopus, Stachybotrys and
Trichoderma.
"We are all affected a little bit
by mold spores, especially during the spring:' a representative
from NVL said. "Everyone is
different, however. Some people
will have more violent reactions
than others—and some won't
have any reaction at all. It is all
very species specific. To know if
you are allergic to mold or spe-

cific species of mold, you need
to contact a allergist."
What is of the highest concern, when mold is found, is
how many spores are found in
the air. There were, McIntosh
and Hickey said, more spores
found outside Wheelock, on the
days where the air was tested,
than inside.
In order to complete the repairs necessary to remedy the
situation, the University made
the decision to close the dishwashing area for approximately
one month. Throughout that
time, students used paper dishes, instead of ceramic dishes, according to McIntosh.
The University hired several
contractors to complete the
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repairs—some of which had already been planned.
"The dish room needed attention anyway," Hickey said.
"To refurbish it, we upgraded
the ventilation system, which
helped to reduce the temperature and moisture content in the
room. We also replaced one wall
with a stainless steel wall."
The repairs, according to
McIntosh, are meant to assist in
the prevention of future mold
growth.
All custodians receive "moldrecognition training," according to McIntosh. The training
is meant to help assist in the
identification of mold so it can
be "reported quickly and to appropriate sources," she said.
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Banned books display sparks heated debate
BY JESSICA SPEVAK
NEWS WRITER

Major literary events are taking place at Collins Memorial
Library on the UPS campus.
An ongoing tradition of a
"Banned Books Week" will
continue throughout October, which began Sept. 27. The
Collins Memorial Library
will host a series of lectures,
discussions, and presentations
centering around one issue:
The freedom to read.
New Library Director, Jane
Carlin, will launch numerous
events around campus and in
the local community focusing on the reason why books
are banned, and the intellectual debate of a community's
right to take books off of their
shelves. One of these events
centers on the visit of a young
adult author whose books are
frequently banned — Brent
Hartinger. He will be present
for a panel discussion titled "I
Read Banned Books: Intellectual Freedom Panel," Oct. 9, to
speak on his experiences with

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES I GRACE DRYER

Banned: A portion of the display for Banned Books Week holding various "banned books."
his own writing as well as the
right of a community organization to ban books. Two of his
books will later be raffled off.
"We need to illustrate the fact
that books are still being banned
today, something which many
people do not know," Carlin said.

One of the largest problems
for public libraries is that because they are funded, even if
only partially, by community
tax dollars, libraries are accountable to that community.
"If a taxpayer dollars pay for
a library, many times they will

place their own personal needs
over the needs of a community," Carlin said.
Books can be challenged for
a number of reasons. Racial
tension, sexual content, excessive war, or homosexuality can
cause a stir among citizens of

a city and a demand for these
books to be removed from
the shelves permanently. This
fact, according to Carlin, is
one of the most important
reasons to get involved — an
ability to affect what people
are able to read.
Along with school events,
local bookseller, Kings Books,
will also be hosting events
around the area. A "story .
time" with banned books will
be held Oct.4 at 11 a.m. The
film "Fahrenheit 451" will be
shown Oct. 2, as well.
At the library, book marks
made by local artists will be
given away. A specialized
bookseller will be at UPS to
talk about his work, Oct. 8.
The local area has always supported Banned Books Week
and has helped the library
work to promote intellectual
freedom," Carlin said.
The biggest lesson to learn
from this, according to Carlin, is to realize that books as
objects are still very powerful
communication tools — even
among today's technology.
"

ADDITIONS TO CAMPUS

Security Report
The following incidents occurred on campus and were reported to
Security Services between Sept. 23 and Sept.29:
The men's varsity locker room in the Fieldhouse was entered sometime
during the football game and several players had personal items taken.
Neither the locker room, nor the lockers were secured.
student reported his bicycle stolen from inside Harrington Hall. He
said he left his bike in the stairwell unsecured for a brief period of time.
Another student in the hall reported witnessing someone riding it away.
Another student in Harrington Hall reported her cellular telephone
stolen from her room. She said she left her room unsecured to contact
several youths in the building who were selling candy. When she returned, she noticed her phone missing.
Crime Prevention Tip: Please always keep personal items and rooms
secured. Report suspicious activity immediately to Security Services by
dialing 253.879.3311.
Courtesy ofToddil. Badham, Director of Security Services

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES / HOLDEN SAPP

Construction: Throughout the summer, The University completed various construction projects ranging from the new entrance above to emergency phones.

Correction:
Dear Readers,
It has recently come to my attention that an article published in the Sept. 26 edition of The Trail entitled "Crackers
got served at BSU luncheon" could have been interpreted as
racially motivated, libelous or offensive by many.
In response to various complaints regarding this piece, I
would like to extend an apology to the campus community
and those who might have found the piece insensitive and or
hurtful in any way.
As per our mission at The Trail of sparking student insight
and response, I continue to look forward to student contributions in the form of "Letters to the Editor" in order to
help make The Trail better than it has ever been.

- Ed.

FINANCE
tuition, tuition-rate increases
and facts and information on
federal loan programs. Among,
other things, institutions will
be required to have a calculator on their website or a link
to it that will enable a student
to calculate a reasonable estimate of the cost of school
over four years. This will help
students estimate the cost

CONT. FROM PAGE I

and budget for all four years.
Also the Department of
Education is requiring universities to submit more information to them, and to account for and explain the rise
in costs as they happen. Most
of these disclosures are positive things, but responding
to them will be burdensome
for schools, and it is possible

SUSTAINABLE
committee of SAC and the subcommittee does various projects
toyromote sustainability.
We have $10,000 a semester
to give out to different projects and we take in proposals
for those projects and evaluate
them based on certain criteria,"
Eric Lanigan, chair for the pilot
sub-committee of SAC, said.
One of the most successful
projects, according to Lanigan, was Vermaculture.
"Vermaculture is basically
worm bins... funding provided

that it will mean having to
hire more staff to meet the
requirements. Many schools,
including Puget Sound, are already acting on several of the
new law's requirements. For
example, UPS reports various
pieces of financial information to the UCAN website,
where students can compare
costs between private colleges.

CONT. FROM PAGE I

for five worm bins... behind the
SUB and all pre-consumer [waste
from the preparation of food]
waste from the SUB goes to those
worm bins," Lanigan said. "This
takes out of the waste stream
1,200-1,400 pounds per month.
And... also becomes... dirt that
facilities can use. Within the first
year, it paid for itself."
By not having to remove that
waste, the University saves money. Eventually the University will
start selling the castings, dirt
that has come out of the bottom

of the bins, as well the worms
themselves. The worms will be
sold or given to other groups and
organizations so that they can
start their own worm bins.
The worms deal with most of
the pre-consumer waste, though
post-consumer waste, food left
on a person's plate after they finish a meal that is thrown in the
garbage, can remain problematic — most of that waste can
not go to worms as they are very
sensitive and the school does not
wish to jeopardize their health.

"They seriously measure the
pH of the soil... you can put a
wide variety of things in there...
but there are some things that
[can] hurt them," Lanigan said.
The worms are not able to process all the food waste coming out
of Marshall Hall. Although, the
University is looking for a solution to the food waste problem
concerning post consumer waste.
"Ultimately, we want to implement a post consumer-wastecomposting program. It will require pairing with the garbage

company serving Pierce County
and will turn waste food and
paper products into reusable
compost," Stopherd said. "All of
our recycling and other sustainability initiatives are directly
focused on reducing our 'carbon
footprint' and that leads to a
reduction in producing greenhouse gases and contributes to
reducing our impact on global
warming. This is a benefit for
both the local community and
for all of us as responsible citizens of the planet."
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Unhelpful PR on Fieldhouse

THE TRAIL

Single males encounter

I

hardships on campus
DAVID COHN

OPINIONS WRITER

The following is a brief description of the way in which
unbalanced gender ratios
at the University of Puget
Puget
Sound have made dating
more difficult for the average heterosexual male than
one might initially expect.
This article should provide
solace to currently disheartened single males, and caution to prospective students
who may be favoring this university for what seems to be
an opportunity of a lifetime.
From my own rough estimations (counting heads,
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES / HOLDEN SAPP
creeping around bushes),
Confusion: Even with countless emails, many still wonder what the construction is all about. the ratio of ladies to gentlemen is about 9:1 and is getISABELLE EYRE
been several communication such a crack, keeping the rea- ting worse every moment.
Of the very few males on
gaffes concerning the recent son for repairs a fairly vague
OPINIONS WRITER
closing of the Fieldhouse. "additional work needed". campus, I estimate (using blaEver since the first email was tant and offensive profiling)
On Thursday the 19th of
Our university likes to keep
September,
the
entire
campus
sent,
I've been exceedingly that three in ten are heterosexus informed. Everyone on
received
an
email
relaying
that
confused
as to the extent of the ual. Of this three, only about
campus can attest to ending up
on some unwanted email list. after a 'routine' maintenance damage, how long the universi- one has successfully snared
I personally enjoy counting survey of the Fieldhouse, re- ty has known about it, and why a girlfriend. Good for him.
The second of the three has
the number of times per semes- pairs were needed immediately. they choose to send us emails
given
up: he rationalizes his
that
only
draw
attention
to
the
The
problem
is
evidentter President Ronald Thomas's office hours are canceled ly a crack in the truss sys- problem without illuminat- bleak situation as a "dry spell"
for some reason or another. tem that holds up the ceil- ing what the issues truly are. and releases his sexual tension
One of my questions is, "If through vigorouspractice of
In general, though, PR and ing and is essential to the
integrity
of
the
building.
there
were routine maintenance Guitar Hero and watching
inter-campus communication
I
did
not
learn
that
from
surveys,
then why wasn't this Gossip Girl alone in his room.
is so widespread that we ofThe final third is an average
ten do not even bother open- the email, though. I learned it problem discovered earlier ?"
Joe
who one might initially exI trust the university to keep
ing the emails we do get. The from the news article about the
pect
to have a dream scenario:
Fieldhouse
closure
published
our
buildings
in
good
order
mass deleting of campus upa
cornucopia
of dating possiin
The
Trail
the
following
week.
date emails was probably the
first of what I believe have The email never mentioned
SEE FIELDHOUSE PAGE 5 bilities! Yet something is amiss.

He cannot for the life of him
understand how, in a campus
filled with single women, he
can have so much ill fortune.
In a school teeming with single women, how could there
possibly be any single males
left who are not so by choice?
The answer comes by looking
at the psychology of the ladies.
They have been following
the problem just as closely, and
the prospects look dim. Seeing
a complete lack of potential
options, single women grow
jaded and consider their quest
for a decent dude a lost cause.
If they ever run into Joe,
they do the math and quickly
assume he is either a homosexual or a taken heterosexual. Joe tries to work his
magic but the game was over
before it had even begun.
The ladies turn to each other
for support and find other outlets for their energy (probably
Guitar Hero as well? I really
don't know). While one might
expect the Joes to be doingquite
well for themselves, they are
doomed to a stalemate because
the other side stopped playing.
So to all disheartened,
sexually frustrated ladies
and gentlemen, there is only
one solution: girls need to
pick up their game, rally
their team, and start fighting
for the guys who are left.
Make it easier for us; you
can still win this thing.

•

David is currently single, ladies!

Fair trade coffee: UPS' Diversions vs. Starbucks
Diversions shows more initiative in supporting fair trade than Starbucks ever has
LISA GRISWOLD

OPINIONS WRITER

I bet you are aware of the
term "fair trade" because it is
tossed around like it's nobody's
business in UPS culture, if not
the broader Northwest area.
The lore and appeal of buying fair trade not only elevates
the generic consumer to a certain prime level of "hipness",
but it also makes individuals
feel that they are socially responsible and doing something to better the world.
Due to many students' efforts over the past few years,
Diversions has committed itself to the strict use
of 100% fair trade coffee.
At the same time, it is astonishing to find Starbucks,
the international coffee behemoth, only integrates a small
margin of fair trade coffee to
its supply. A comparison between Starbucks and Diversions provides an interesting
look at the varying degrees of
conscious business practices.

16,

Diversions receives all of
its certified fair trade coffee
from the Seattle based microdistributor, Fonte. Each coffee blend originates from a
single origin or a variety of
origins depending upon the
location from which the beans
are cultivated by the free trade
process. The beans and grower
must then be officially certified
under the fair trade standards.
The great news is that Diversions is going even further with
these conscientious notions.
Diversions is taking the
fair trade mission of socially sustainable responsibility to an exceptional level.
The encouragement of
the use of ceramic "house"
mugs and the reuse of coffee
grounds for student run gardens is proof that Diversions,
as a successful profit-bearing
business, can strive farther
than the sole offering of a fair
trade product. Reuse of coffee jackets and conversion

Corm and
Brad

I
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SEE COFFEE PAGE 6

Diversions: Popular among students, Diversions fair trade coffee even comes in a UPS blend.

Sunshine

Hemp milk

You know
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Holiday decor begins infestation earlier and earlier
My not-so-secret desire to
see suburban mothers duking
it out aside, I am not excited
Brace yourselves, because the to hear Christmas carols evChristmas season is here. Call erywhere immediately after my
me a Grinch but considering last bite of Thanksgiving pie.
According to Inside RaOctober has just begun, I am a
tad upset that Christmas deco- dio, a trade publication
rations and advertisements owned by Clear Channel,
start invading our lives well at least four hundred radio
before Thanksgiving, or even stations across the country
Halloween for that matter. play Christmas music day in
Can't I just enjoy my candy and day out starting immeshenanigans and over-eating diately after Thanksgiving.
While most
holidays before
Christmas lovI start feeling
Every year we take a drive ing
listeners
the pressure
pleased
to empty my together to see the ridicu- are
wallet in the lousness that is some neigh- to hear their
name of good borhoods' attempts to one up many favorite
cheer and com- each other's creative ability holiday jingles
mercialism? and sheer illuminative power. on repeat for
a month, I
Christmas
for one canseems to start
earlier and earlier every year, not stand it. As a singer myand maybe by starting in early self, I enjoy my fair share of
October this year our econ- Christmas carols, but I need
omy will miraculously heal no help from radio stations
itself, but let's face it: every- to get them stuck in my head.
One thing I actually do enone waits for the sales held
joy
about this early onset of
a couple days before Christmas to do their shopping. the Christmas season is the
There is something entertain- mad and desperate competiing if not extraordinary about tion to see not only who can
the frenzied holiday shopping. get their holiday lights up first,
In fact, maybe this year I will but to see who can wrack up
park myself on a mall bench the highest energy bill with
two days before Christmas the most extravagant display.
My family lives in an area
and watch the chaos ensue.
Maybe I will even be lucky where our meager attempt to
enough to witness someone decorate one bush in the front
getting trampled by a stam- yard is downright shameful.
pede of soccer moms fight- Every year we take a drive toing for that last iPhone for gether to see the ridiculoustheir respective eight year ness that is some neighborolds. That would be ideal. hoods' attempts to one up
LAUREN BAGBY

OPINIONS WRITER

,
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each other's creative ability
and sheer illuminative power.
These households are generally the same ones that apparently believe in the seventyfive days of Christmas because
their lights come on right after Thanksgiving and refuse
to come down until well into
February–if they do at all.
I know it seems like I'm a
scrooge and that I don't–gasp !–
love Christmas, but what prob-

ably depresses me the most
about this early Christmas onset is the fact that I am forcefully reminded of the fact that
months of midterms and papers and finals stand between
me and winter break when
I can finally enjoy the holiday season with those I love.
With the exception of the
around the clock Christmas
carols which I truly despise,
maybe that is the real rea-

son why I complain about
the holiday season arriving
nearly three months early.
Either way, I thoroughly
plan on giving both Halloween and Thanksgiving their
due by celebrating them to
their fullest before I even so
much as think about buying
a single Christmas present.
Lauren also hates Santa Claus.
He's sketchy.

FIELDHOUSE
and survey all of them regularly. I believe they have done
this—which is why I can't believe that this crack in the roof
of the Fieldhouse has been
the first sign that the building needed repairs. Surely the
sixty plus year old building
has shown signs of needing a
structural overhaul before this.
Last year, the Fieldhouse
hosted presidential hopeful Hillary Clinton—did
she ask if our building was
sound before she booked it?
That is among the reasons that I doubt the Fieldhouse has ever been in really dangerous territory.
Of course, when I first got
the email my mind flashed to
my visit to the gym the day
before and the possibility that
the walls might have crumbled
around me while I peddled
on the elliptical machine.
I realize now that was a product of my over-dramatic imagination, but the weird status
of the building does not help
quell my fears. I even tried replying to the Fieldhouse alerts
to ask some of these questions,
but no one ever got back to me.
The Fieldhouse is now in
an awkward, half-open state.
It is limited access—only
sports teams are allowed to

Romance

CONT. FROM PAGE 4
use the various facilities underneath the danger zone.
The basic concept seems to
be that you can only use the
facilities if you really need to.
I do not pretend to be an
expert in architecture, but I
do not want to be in a building where certain areas have
restricted access for safety reasons. It does not instill a lot of
faith in the building as a whole.
So I guess that is my main
problem with the Fieldhouse
scare. I do not understand
how bad the problem really is.
It is scary enough to relocate games and evacuate immediately, but fine to
open after a weekend survey that determined it needs
over two months of repairs.
At least last year when the
pool had remodeling done, it
was just closed completely. We
all knew where we stood—we
could not use the swimming
facilities until January of 2008.
I realize that completely closing the Fieldhouse complex
would inconvenience a lot more
teams and people than the pool
closure inconvenienced. At
least the people who bothered
to read the Fieldhouse updates
would feel like they had not read
in vain or wasted their time.
I suppose I should not corn-
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plain that the administration
cares enough to tell us when
things are happening. I just
sometimes take issue with
how they are presented and
have trouble distinguishing a
little problem from a big one.

SUB food

Since we are sent so many
emails about campus goingson, it takes real skill to parse
the language of the first paragraph of the ones you bother
to read and figure out if it is
worth continuing. And now

I can say with reasonable certainty that I feel safe in the
Fieldhouse while it is being
renovated—even if the last
year of gym visits has become a
high-risk sport in my memories.
Isabelle thinks she will stick to

UNIVERSITY of PUGET SOUND

Reaccreditation Review Open Forum
Every 10 years the university is reaccredited by the
Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities.
The entire campus community is invited
to provide feedback on this process.
Monday, October 6, Wheelock Rotunda
11 a.m. noon: Educational program, faculty,
library and information resources
2 p.m. 3 p.m.: Student life
—

-

Refreshments will be provided.
www.ups.edu/reaccreditation
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Is Facebook changing the meaning of friendship? 6
MEREDITH LAWRENCE

OPINIONS WRITER

What is the incredible appeal of friending someone
on Facebook that you will
never talk to ? We are friends
on Facebook with people we
would never seek out in any
other capacity, people we
may or may not say "hi" to if
we encounter them in person.
It is blatantly obvious that
technological advancements
and online websites like Facebook are changing the social structure and social interactions of today's youth.
However, what is perhaps less obvious is that they
are now also beginning to
change the social structures
of the older generation, the
generation of our parents.
It all started when I received
a Facebook friend request from
the dad of my old friend from
middle school. I was completely taken aback by this and
found it odd, because I haven't
talked to his daughter in years.
So my question is, what is
too much? Our friends' parents used to be treated with
the utmost respect, addressed
only by the prefix Mr. or Mrs.
and his or her last name. However, the expansion of the online social life to older generations, in ways like Facebook
networks for work, facilitates
a degradation and blurring of
these once rigid distinctions.
Thus, it certainly marks a
cultural advancement that our

facebook
PHOTO COURTESY NETWORK.NATIONALPOST.COM

Facebook: We all hear of issues regarding online forums, chatrooms, and specifically,
MySpace. However, our beloved Facebook is now becoming a cause for concern.
friends' parents, or parents of
people with whom we aren't
even friends anymore, are making Facebook profiles through
these networks and can find us
on Facebook and "friend" us.
Despite this advancement, I think there should
be guidelines about the casualness of this exchange.
It seems to me that sites
like Facebook are even changing the meaning of the word
friend. It used to be that a
friend was someone you had
met and spent time with. Additionally, calling someone a

friend most often implied that
he or she was your own age.
However, with the expansion
of Facebook to the older generations, it is now possible to be,
at least in theory, friends with
someone whom you would
never actually call your friend
if you were describing them
to another person in real life.
It is nowpossible not only
to be "friends" with parents of
friends , but it is possible to be
friends with people we have
never even talked to, or would
never talk to again, rendering defunct the way in which

COFFEE
to biodegradable, portable
cups are also promising signs.
Furthermore, Diversions
is working to integrate additional fair trade certified
products in the future, including teas and chocolate.
My point in delineating this
effectiveness of Diversions is
to acknowledge their commitment to offering completely
fair trade certified coffee, the
incorporation of the sustainability mission into other
facets, and being simultaneously successful throughout
their profit bearing aims.
Now let's look at Starbucks,
the coffee company that has
literally flattened and generalized coffee drinking due
to its international scale.
Since its inception, Starbucks has prided itself on its
mission to facilitate responsible business practices, encourage community building
and address environmental
concerns. Within these broad
guidelines, Starbucks identifies with the importance of
using of fair trade certified
coffee. Since the year 2000,
this company has been purchasing fair trade coffee.
However, it is extremely
astounding to find that only
six percent of Starbucks total
coffee purchases are fair trade
certified. This trivial number
has been a repetitive statistic
over the past couple of years,
showing us that Starbucks is
refusing to stick more than
a toe in the waters of the
world's fair trade possibilities.

friendships
are
traditionally formed and continued.
This shift necessitates the
distinction between being "Facebook friends" with
someone, and "friends."
However, how can you be
friends with someone you
don't even know? It is possible
to look at a profile and believe
you know a lot about someone, or carry out a wall posting conversation with someone, and believe you have had
a meaningful conversation?
Anyone who has ever made
a Facebook profile knows how

easy it is to manipulate the information we place there. Each
piece of information found in
a Facebook profile is carefully
selected to represent the image
that he or she wishes to portray.
Likewise, wall posts and
messages are carefully planned
out and proofread not only
for spelling errors, but also
for nuances in meaning. In
many cases this information represents only a fragment of a person's personality.
Through creating a Facebook personality, we have essentially created a new personality that we choose to portray
on Facebook. The personality
which is "friends" with people
from your past, your friends'
parents, or people you don't
talk to, may be very different from the person you are.
Facebook is transforming
our social interactions. While
it is making it easier for friends
to stay in touch while they are
separated at college, and certainly provides many opportunities for homework procrastination, I think that there
is a point where online interactions become too involved.
Isn't there perhaps a point at
which we should re-evaluate
our online interactions, and
begin to fight to keep some
of them in reality? That is to
say, leave interactions with old
friends' parents strictly to awkward encounters at the grocery store when we go home.
Meredith reserves the right to
deny your dad's friend request.

CONT. FROM PAGE
It is true that Starbucks' acquisition of fair trade coffee
has augmented since 2005, but
at the same time, Starbucks
only increased their hold by
one million pounds since 2006.
Considering the immense
scale that Starbucks operates
on, it is only logical to assert
that their emphasis on the
fair trade markets is currently
insignificant. If Starbucks
claims to be socially responsible then I believe they must
fully commit themselves to
their lofty business mission.
Claiming a conscientious
nature, Starbucks should be
held accountable for a realization of their ability to positively sway the marketplace.
Not only should Starbucks
strive to incorporate significant levels of fair trade coffee
into their regimen, but they
should also try to imbibe their
business mission holistically.
Although on a completely
different scale, Diversions acts
as an example of expanded
progress towards embracing this conscientious nature.
The point is, Starbucks
could and should use their
influence to demand conversion of all their beans to
those of certified fair trade.
Like Diversions, Starbucks
has the ability to incorporate a broader base of fair
trade products, offer biodegradable utensils and seek
out localized food sources.
If Starbucks makes these
changes, it can only be in favor
of their profitability margins

4

because socially responsible
business trends create positive
value. Consumers appreciate
the use of fair trade products.
Since Starbucks already
charms most Washingtonian
senses due to its local origination and the fact that it is
a supply of caffeine, it is in
your hands to broach this
idea of Starbucks' accountability for its claimed intent of social responsibility.
Be reassured that students
suggestions towards Diversions created positive change,
so this idea of approaching
the Starbucks monstrosity
should not be too disheartening. In my own aims to
search out the famed suggestion box, I encountered an
interesting blog outlet for all
Starbucks consumers alike.
Take a gander at http://mystarbucksidea.force.com/apex/
ideaHome and feel free to let
your true feelings come out
over their fair trade products
and practices (or lack thereof ).

I

I

Lisa thinks the Starbucks mermaid had something to do with this
because she can't be trusted.

"2007 Corporate Social
Responsibility Report"
Starbucks Corporation. 2
Oct. 2008. <http://www
starbucks.com/aboutus/csr.
asp>

PHOTO COURTESY FLICKR.COM/PHOTOS

Starbucks: While using some fair trade coffees, Starbucks
isn't nearly so active as one would think in this market.
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UW-Whitewater Quarterback Jeff Donovan runs by a Puget Sound defensive player in Saturday's game.

Warhawks stand tall in
60-7 victory over Loggers
T

he Loggers walked off the field disappointed Saturday after losing to the Warhawks
of UW-Whitewater on Homecoming weekend. The sunny Saturday proved to be an
ideal setting for a Homecoming football game, as Baker Stadium filled with droves of students and family, abnormally spirited due to the hype of the weekend.
CHRIS DUGOVICH
SPORTS WRITER

However, despite all of the excitement and a week of intense
practice the Loggers were unable to stop the defending Division III national champions.
The UW-Whitewater Warhawks hail from a school of
more then 10,000 students
and are currently ranked #2 in
the nation by D3football.com .
Clearly the odds were against
the Loggers, but you wouldn't
know it from the team's
moral leading into the game.
"We all felt like we had a
chance. We knew it was going
to be tough, but if we stuck to
our game we all knew big things
could happen," said Junior

Chad Koenig (Portland, Ore.).
Early in the first quarter the
Loggers stood toe to toe with
the juggernauts from Wisconsin. In what looked like a drive
into the end zone for UWW,
Junior Phil Thomas (Everett,
Wash.) intercepted the football
at the 15-yard line, elevating
hopes that the Loggers could
walk away victorious. The tide
quickly changed, however, as
Senior Kavin Williams (Ocean
Shores, Wash.) through a
pass that was intercepted by
UWW on the next possession.
The Loggers never regained
their stride. The Warhawk's
Freshmen RB Levell Coppage

(Oak Park, Illi.) scored his
first of four touchdowns with
5:58 left in the first quarter.
UWW's kicker Jeff Schebler
(Davenport, IA) was unable
to score the PAT, leaving the
score 6-0. The Warhawks and
Coppage scored again with
1:33 left in the quarter, but
the PAT attempt by Schebler
was blocked by Senior Dan
Mensonides (Tacoma, Wash.).
Unable to gain ground on offense, the Loggers struggled to
maintain the defensive stops
needed to ke ep the game competitive. U WW quarterback
Jeff Donovan (Wauwatosa,
Wisc.) scored midway through

the second quarter, increasing
Whitewater's lead to 19-0. The
Warhawks then mounted an
eight-play, 88-yard drive into
the end zone, making the score
26-0 heading into half time.
The second half was no better for the Loggers as the unstoppable Warhawks added 21
more points to the scoreboard,
pushing their lead to 47-0.
The Loggers made it onto the
scoreboard early in the fourth
quarter. Quarterback Kavin
Williams connected with Senior Brian Eggers (Fort Collins,
Colo.) to cap off an 11-play,
54-yard drive into the end zone.
Before the game was over, the

Warhawks racked up two more
scores to end the game with a
60-7 victory over the Loggers.
Senior Kavin Williams,
who finished the game 13-of-23
for 126 yards, one touchdown
and two interceptions, led the
Loggers offensively. Other key
players on the Logger offense
were Darrell Stewart (Long
Beach, Calif.), who caught
seven passes for 95 yards, and,
despite a broken hand, Senior
Silas Paul (Portland, Ore.), who
led the team in rushing with
14 carries for 41 total yards.
SEE
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Defensively, Dan Mensonides
had seven tackles on the game.
uarterback Jeff Donovan,
who nished with 14-of-20
passing for 212 yards, led the
Warhawks' offense. Sophomore
Bruce Langer (Milton, Wisc.)
came in relief at quarterback,
finishing three-for-four for two
touchdowns. Running back
Levell Coppage led the team in
rushing with 16 carries for 95
yards. Junior Kyle Supianoski
(Tama, Iowa) led the defense,
finishing with 7.5 tackles on the
day, including 1.5 tackles for loss.
While the Loggers walked away
from Baker Stadium defeated,
the loss from UWW may prove
more valuable down the stretch.
"Playing a good team brings
out the weaknesses of your own
team. The weaker teams don't
do that. Playing in a game
like we did Saturday helps us
eliminate the small mistakes

that could hurt us later in the
season," said Senior Boone
Freeman (Tonasket, Wash.).
The Warhawks were by
far the best team that the
Loggers will face this season, making teams down the
road like PLU and Linfield
even riper for the taking.
"We know we can take
any team in our conference now," said Junior Cory
Dunn (Portland, Ore.).
That confidence will undoubtedly carry over when conference play resumes for the loggers. UPS has an open date this
week, giving them a full two
weeks to recuperate before going down to California on Oct.
11 to face Menlo in the North
West Conference league-opener.

•
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Janece Levien hustles to gain position on a Whitworth player in a women's soccer game.

Chris Dugovich is a big fan
of Ellen Degeneres.
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Freshman Abby Goss has seen some playing time on the pitch early in the season.

Soccer stays on track for another week
DAVID SKOLNIK
SPORTS WRITER
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Junior Derek Woodworth chases down a ball during a game.

Tacoma's Indoor Rock Climbing Gym!

Come climb with us! Edgeworks is a fun place
to stay active and meet great people!
Over 200 Boulder, Top-Rope & Lead Routes
Beginner through Expert Level Climbs
Climbing School Classes for All Abilities
Learn To Slackline on our 33' Slackline

Student Membership SALE!
FREE! with any Student Membership
FREE! Yoga • FREE! Rentals
(Offer Good Through 9/30/08 with valid WA Student IDI

College Student Memberships - With Valid ID
College Night - Second Friday of Each Month

Yoga balances your mind and body through
core strength, endurance and breathing.
Edge Yoga - Core Strengthening and Endurance
Mixed Level Yoga - Relax, Breath and Align
FREE! Yoga!! - Annual Members Get FREE! Yoga!

orlcs-ciirr bing.corn

Women's Soccer
Saturday Sept. 27t h found
the UPS women's soccer team
in Spokane, Washington for a
match against Whitworth. The
game, billed as one of the weekend's best match-ups in the entire country, would be a battle
between the #5 Loggers and the
#9 Pirates. In the end, the Loggers showed why they are the Favorite to win their seventh consecutive NWC championship.
UPS dominated the game
from the start to finish, registering six shots on goal to Whitworth's three, and scoring a
convincing 3-1 victory. Senior
Forward Janece Levien (Beaverton, Ore.) started the scoring
with a goal from the middle of
the box in the seventh minute.
Freshman Midfielder Mikaela
Freeman (Alameda, Calif.) came
off the bench to give the Loggers
a 2 goal advantage with her goal
in the last minute of the first half.
"We have a good team this year
and when we can get scoring off
the bench we are even tougher,
so that's a great sign of things
to come for our team" said Levien. Freshman Forward Jenny
Moore (Kent, Wash.) closed
the scoring for the Loggers with
a goal in minute 60, making it
UPS 2, Whitman 0
The UPS women's soccer
team finished up a weekend trip
around Washington on Sept.
28 with a 2-0 victory over the
Whitman Missionaries. Senior
Forward Janece Levien scored

early and late in the second half
for the Loggers. Her second goal
came with three minutes left in
thegame and moved her into a
tie for the league lead in goals.
In a matchup of teams tied at
the top of the conference standing, the Loggers showed that
they are once again a step above
their conference competition.
The Loggers move to 6-1-0
on the season with the victory
and are currently alone at the
top of the NWC standings with
a record of 4-0. They will be
home next weekend as they look
to remain undefeated against
Division III foes when they face
off against Linfield and Pacific.
"Our team has been successful and will continue to be successful because of our attitude
towards our work ethic, trust
in each other, loyalty to past
players, and our genuine love
for the game and each other.
When we step on the field,
that's all that matters" said
Sophomore Forward Molly
Winterrowd (Beaverton, Ore.).
Men's Soccer

For the third straight time, and
the fourth of the last five matchups between the two teams, the
UPS men's soccer team went into
overtime against the Whitworth
Pirates. In the end, the Loggers
emerged with a 1-0 victory over
the #8 team in the country.
It took apass from Senior
Defender Taylor Hyde (Sandy,
Utah) and a shot from Sophomore Forward Zack Semago
(Tacoma, Wash.) 40 seconds
into the second overtime to finally put the Pirates away. Until

the second overtime the game
had been a battle of defense
and goalkeeping. Both defenses held the opposing team to
only three shots on goal but it
was Loggers Junior Goalkeeper
Greg Saetrum (Boise, Idaho)
who registered three saves.
Semago however broke the
defensive gridlock, driving his
shot past the Pirates' keeper to
end the game after 101 minutes.
The Loggers were looking to build on their upset win
over the Whitworth Pirates as
they travelled to Whitman to
take on the first place Whitman College on Sunday, Sept.
28. The game kicked off at 2:30,
and for the third consecutive
game, the Loggers took their
opponent to double-overtime.
After two scoreless halves
and an additional two scoreless
overtime periods, the Loggers
settled for a tie with the undefeated Missionaries. In another
game defined by strong defensive play the teams combined
for only five shots on goal, none
of which found the back of the
net. Senior Forward Alex Lehecka (Burlington, Wash.) nearly won the game for the Loggers
when he put a header off the
cross bar midway through the
second half, but it wasn't meant
to be in agame that highlighted the defense of both teams.
After two long games
and many hours spent on
the road, the Loggers will return to Peyton Field to challenge Linfield and Pacific
on Oct. 4 and 5 respectively.
David Skolnik is happy for the
new year.
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Volleyball comes away with victory over rival Lutes
UPS beats PLU, Willamette to stay perfect in Northwest Conference play
BRIAN WALKER

SPORTS EDITOR

The UPS women's volleyball
team traveled to Parkland, Washington last week to take on their
cross-town rivals, the #20 Pacific Lutheran Lutes in a battle of
top-ranked teams. The Loggers,
ranked #10 going into Wednesday's match, looked to improve
on their considerable success so
far this season and improve on
their record of 7-3. At the end
of the night, the Loggers had
emerged with a victory in three
hard-fought games, with scores
of 25-23, 25-20, and 25-23.
Much of the Logger's success
can be attributes to the impressive play of Junior Outside Hitter Lindsey Denman (Kenmore,
Wash.). Denman is clearly the
driving force of the Logger's offense, accumulating 141 kills so
far this year. Her astonishing
ability to score points was on full
display Wednesday when she had
12 kills against the Lutes. The
offensive firepower of Denman
was complemented by Freshman
stand-out Brynn Blickenstaff
(Eagle, Idaho) who amassed a
match-high 15 kills. Add to the

mix a solid 8-kill performance
by Junior Middle Kalli Kamphaus (Manson, Wash.), and
the result is 35 of UPS's 42 kills.
"The three of us are a large
part of the front row, but we re
lucky to have a good group
of girls that can come off the
bench and play just as well
at any time, said Kamphaus.
The scoring power of the Loggers enabled them to get off
to a 5-0 start in the first game
of Wednesday's contest. Despite the Loggers early, PLU
was able to sneak back in and
tie it at 18-18 late in the game.
But with the help of three
kills from Denman, the Loggers were able to score the final
seven points needed to secure
the first game and move on.
The next two games went similarly with neither team giving
much ground. UPS went on to
win the second game 25-20 with
four of the final seven points
coming from Blickenstafi kills.
The third game yielded a score
of 25-23 for the Loggers, despite falling behind early 12-7.
Again, newcomer Brynn Blickenstaff performed well late in
the game, scoring three of the

final four points to solidify the
victory. Although the match was
decided in three games, it had a
definite feeling of true rivalry.
"Going in, we wanted to
be relentless and to dominate. We always want to win,
and one of our goals this year
is to go three-and-out every
match. It was just that much
easier to get excited because
it was PLU," said Kamphaus.
Stand-outperformances for
the Lutes included Junior Outside Hitter Beth Hanna who
came away with 14 kills on
the night. Hanna was helped
greatly by the defensive efforts
of Junior Brenna Archibald
who had 22 digs in the match.
Friday, Sept. 26, the Loggers
traveled to Salem to face-off
against the Willamette Bearcats
who were looking to get their
season on the right track after
a slow start and a record of 3-9
going into Friday's match-up.
We try not to underestimate
anyone. They have a new coach
so we had to go into in like any
other game," said Kamphaus.
And indeed, for the Loggers it
was business as usual. UPS spread
their attack between several

players, getting four members
of the team to five kills or more.
However, the majority of the
scoring was due to Bearcat error.
"We were getting points of
their errors and capitalizing on
their mistakes," said Kamphaus.
The first game started off
even, with Willamette holding
to within two scores of UPS.
But it wasn't long until the Logger offense and a number of
Willamette miscues threw the
flood gates wide open, and UPS
climbed to a huge lead, eventually winning the first game 25-15.
The second _game was similar, starting off even until UPS
jumped ahead to a sizeable lead,
despite a considerably lower hitting percentage. One thing that
seemed to be reliable for the
Loggers was that even if their
focus lapsed and they played
poorly for a game, the Bearcats
were bound to play worse. Willamette hit a horrific -.04 percent in the second game and,
not surprisingly, UPS went
on to win the match 25-18.
The third game of the matchup was much closer and found
the Logger's trailing the
Bearcats 21-22. Just then UPS

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/DREW LEVIN

The Logger volleyball team encourages each other during the PLU game.

Head Coach Mark Massee
sent in Denman who immediately came up with two kills.
"She had a couple big kills,
but more than anything it
was herpresence," said Kamphaus of the dramatic finish.
With the Loggers now leading, a service ace by Sophomore
Courtney Kandler (Honolulu,
Hawaii) and a big kill by Kamphaus put the Bearcats to rest,
narrowlyavo idinga fourth game.
In their upcoming games, the
team hopes to improve on their
in-game focus and continue
to benefit from their depth
and good team chemistry.
"Sometimes we lose concentration and that's huge.
That's what happened
against PLU and it almost
cost us," said Kamphaus.
The Logger Volleyball team
continues their four-game road
tour this week with a match
tonight in Spokane against
the Whitworth Pirates and
another tomorrow against the
Missionaries of Whitman.
Brian Walker is creating an iron
suit and fighting evil.
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Outside Hitter Lindsey Denman goes up for a kill against the #20 Lutes.

Not ready Theft is not only a problem for the SUB

for the LSAT?

Let us demonstrate our proven
(since 1988) method for success:
individual strategies, real tests for
practice, and true support from
sign-up through school acceptance.
Just one price
Our nine-week course features
36 hours of class time, weekly
help sessions, eight mock exams,
tutoring, and personal admissions
counseling. All for $1095.
We know the answers
Go to our website and find out
about the next free seminar.

www.stevenklein.com
Sandy Hayes,„ D and Steven Klein

The Steven Klein Company
5031 University Way NE Seattle
206-524-4915

BRIAN WALKER

SPORTS EDITOR

I would like to take a moment
to step away from the play-byplay reporting of athletic events,
away from the statistics and the
final scores, to talk about something much more serious. I want
to talk a little bit about integrity.
Whatever some of you might
think about athletes at this
school—love, hate or indifference—the fact is this: playing a
sport, whether it be varsity, club,
or simply recreational, requires a
certain amount o fin tegrity— adherence to a code or set ofvalues.
To wake up every morning and
ride a bus to a frigid body of water laden with semi-waterproof
clothing and row a boat for multiple hours, requires integrity.
To be part of a team whose
commitment is so profound
that they top the national rankings every year (this could be

any number of programs here at
UPS), takes immense integrity.
And although the loud chirping of whistles may be obnoxious to many, the integrity of
the athletes to whom those
whistles represent a transcendent message of time and urgency is, to me, unquestionable.
But sometimes an abstract
idea, such as integrity, requires some examples to be
fully understood so here goes...
Integrity is: staying committed to a sport while the Fieldhouse is falling down around
you and your locks are being
cut from your lockers so you
can throw your belongings in
a trash bag and move them
all someplace else. There is no
time for using combinations.
Integrity is not: sneaking
into that same, recently reoccupied, locker room during
a football game and stealing
wallets, cell-phones, and iP-

ods from unguarded lockers.
This is exactly what happened
last Saturday while the football
team played their homecoming game in front of a wonderfully supportive crowd. While
the stud-ent body came out on a
beautiful Saturday afternoon to
celebrate a long-standing tradition in collegiate sport, someone else allowed themselves to
be tempted by vile, poisonous
greed. While so many UPS students stood proudly with painted faces and painted bodies,
cheering and applauding the efforts of just some of this school's
athletes, someone else was rifling through valuable belongings, filling their pockets with
hard-earned possessions and
last year's Christmas presents.
But they're just things right?
Wrong. Being able to call your
mom across the country after
a 60-7 trouncing and say "hi
mom, I had a rough day. I love

you," is more than a material
possession. Emails just don't do
justice to some conversations.
When these athletes, all of
whom have surrendered so
much of their time to the pursuit of something they enjoy,
are wronged in some way, it
upsets me. And it should upset you too. Because, after all,
when they don a jersey—one
that is maroon and white and
emblazoned with University of
Puget Sound—they represent
you. Whether or not you recognize that representation or even
care is up to you, but they do.
Moreover, you sit in class with
these individuals. You are lab
partners with them, in groups
with them, and you share ideas
with them during class discussions. They are Puget Sound
just like anyone else, and they
don't deserve to have their stuff
stolen any more than you do.
-Brian Walker is kind of upset.
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"HEY YOU," we
shouldn't have done coke
that one time. Lets do it
again.

"HEY YOU," ask me
if I'm okay, because I'M
NOT!
"HEY YOU," ASUPS
Staff, you rock my world.
"HEY YOU," The Legend begins and ends with a
THUNDERHORSE.
"HEY YOU," dumb
bitch in my English class,
stop talking so much, we
don't care AT ALL.

Wanna submit a Hey
You? Email trailheyyou@
ups.edu or put one in the
box in the cellar.

"HEY YOU," Just because there are some
things that I choose not
to tell you does not mean
that I love you any less.
"HEY YOU," ASUPS
Staff, you rock my world.
"HEY YOU," Girls
across the hall, last week
was crazy. But I love you
so much. Now it's time to
get some sleep, gud!
"HEY YOU," seriously, I
only slept with two other
girls, and we were on a
break. That's what a break
means. Take me back.
"HEY YOU," sexy Frisbee boy, I wish you d stop
grabbing those discs so
you can grab my disc.
"HEY YOU," cellar
regular, I'll make your half
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bowl a full bowl anytime.
You are too cute to be a
freshman.
"HEY YOU," Sexy stand
up guy, that shit was super
funny last week. Keep it
coming.
"HEY YOU," thanks for
running over my bike.
"HEY YOU," Happy 4
months. For sooth!
"HEY YOU," Singing
Telegram: you're the beautiful star of a very cool
sitcom. Can I be the wisecracking side character?
I'll think up reasons why I
have to leave next season.

"HEY YOU," ordering
a sandwich the pesto is a
weekly special, they don't
have it. Get over it and try
something else, its not the
end of the world.
"HEY YOU," quit flooding the sandwich shop
right before it closes! Shit
ain't cool.
"HEY YOU," Passages
leaders, mer mer mer mer
mer!!
"HEY YOU," Submit
Hey Yous to the Cellar
this week.

"HEY YOU, posers
who ride around on skateboards, you look retarded.

"HEY YOU," pre-med
freshmen, I think in order
to be pre-med, you have
to find out where babies
come from.

"HEY YOU," Napkin
creeper, we should creep
together sometime.

"HEY YOU," I can't
wait for another geology
field trip.

"HEY YOU," didyou
know that Obama does
not want to protect babies
born alive?

"HEY YOU," great
job football team, they
were the national champs.
Nothing you can do.
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"HEY YOU," sexy
baristas, I will buy coffee
from you ANY DAY.
"HEY YOU," red
headed violin girl, if you
keep up that fiddlin' I'll
keep taking my Ritalin.
Maybe I'll even ask you
out.

"HEY YOU," keep it
real. Crabs isn't that big
a deal. I bet you'll think
twice before you seal the
deal.

"HEY YOU," I want
to give you a big hug, but I
know you'll just be mad.

"HEY YOU," soccer team, The pool is for
swimming. We don't
come to the soccerfield
and splash around.

"HEY YOU," sexy
crew boy, STROKE IT!
HARDER! I don't think
you're lame.

"HEY YOU," McCain
and Palin for life for life.
Its for life squared. Four
more years!
"HEY YOU," Obama
is about to turn this boat
around.
"HEY YOU," we know
you're a slut, but wearing
those pants is like warning
the rest of the tri-county
area.
"HEY YOU," sexy
stand up guy, I don't need
match.com to realize we'd
go great together. Ditch
that GF and get with a girl
who ROCKS.

"HEY YOU," I just
greased my pig, so your
pen should be very accepting of it, if you know what
I mean.
"HEY YOU," Colin
and Brad, you guys were
so funny I almost killed
something to cancel out
the funny polarity.
"HEY YOU," parents,
stop coming to class.
"HEY YOU," love of my
life, I'm goin4 to give you
up if you on t hurry up
and ask me out. I mean it
this time.

"HEY YOU," I said no
and I meant no. If you ask
me again its going to cost
you worse than before.
"HEY YOU," people
worried about the economy, calm down already!
If anything bad happens
you'll only have yourselves
to blame!
"HEY YOU," gorgeous
Crew girl with the killer
purple and black-checked
spandex, I think I like you.

wo bedroom, 1 bath house
T
located in N. Tacoma. Brand
new kitchen w/ dishwasher. New
hardwood floors. Washer/Dryer.
Detached garage with large work
area. Fully fenced back yard.
Unfinished basement for lots of
storage. Quiet and safe neighborhood. Close to UPS. $1,100/mo

"HEY YOU," Politics
boy who stole my chair,
you look really hot with a
5 o'clock shadow.
"HEY YOU," I'm
going to ask you out this
weekend, and its gonna be
epic.

N
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"HEY YOU," Don't
stop belivein' Hang onto
that feelin, yeahahah.

8

253.590.6023

AAT
v vAdEL,/,

Renton/Seattle/Kirkland app

Couple seeking special donor: 20 3/4 -29, 5'4"— 5-10", weight proportionate, w/ a healthy family history. Best match: wavy brown
hair, brown or hazel eyes, English/Danish/German or Irish heritage, high academic achiever like recipient. But will consider all
healthy candidates. Fully confidential. $4,500+ compensation.
206-285-4855 nwfertility@msn.com
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logggs
involve
W

ith over 60 clubs and student organizations on campus, there's something for every Logger, whether it's
Circus Club or Ski Club, VOX or Circle K International. All
you need to do is a little research to find the club for you.
AMBER
CATFORD-ROBINSON
FEATURES WRITER

Sidling through the crowd,
peering around bodies, trying
to see the signs at each table, I
became a little overwhelmed. I
finally took a breath of fresh air
as I made to the end of the row
and escaped the mob. But there
was no time to rest. Back in
again, into the next row. I had
made it through only the sec-

ond isle of tables set up on Todd
Field. The vast sea of tables and
people and enthusiastic calls for
participation was a lot to take
in. At the same time though,
it was quite an inspiring sight.
Logjam is where we first see just
how many extracurricular opportunities a life at Puget Sound provides us with. There are clubs for
just about any interest, and if there
is one missing, you have the opportunity to become its founder.
Aside from being a tremendous
amount of fun and a good way to

become acquainted with similarly inclined classmates, some clubs
also act as a way to further explore

There are clubs for just
about any interest, and if
there is one missing, you
have the opportunity
to become its founder.
what you are learning in class.
There are many academic or major related clubs on campus, such

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES
VOX:

The Planned Parenthood club's booth at Log Jam.

as the American Medical Student
Association, Biology, Psychology, Art, and Geology Clubs.
If you are interested in getting involved in the community
outside of school as well, there
are a plethora of clubs devoted
to local community service
or activism world-wide. UPS
is host to various community
service-oriented clubs. You also
have the opportunity to get involved with Students for a Free
Tibet, the Vagina Anti-Violence
Alliance, Loggers for Global

AIDS prevention and more.
Similarly minded, but focused
even more locally, are the Random
Acts of Kindness Club and Students for a Sustainable Campus.
Getting together with people
who share similar views or come
from a similar background can be
a nice way to stay involved with
a smaller community on campus.
There are religious clubs like the
Jewish Student Organization,
Lighthouse and the Buddhist
SEE
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Finding your political club, partisan or anthropocentric
CASEY WHITLATCH
FEATURES WRITER

The University of Puget
Sound has a reputation for being
relatively liberal and a pretty political university in general. But
when I find myself on the phone
with an alumni (yes, I'm a Link
caller, the dreaded species of student that calls and begs for your
scholarship and grant money)
who is partial to the days when
UPS was more moderate, less
queer-friendly and Methodist affiliated, I always push the
diversity line. I tell them that
there are students of all kinds
on this campus. Usually the diversity line is used to counteract
traditional values ("don't worry,

there are so many different people and beliefs here") but in this
case, it's helpful to be able to tell
prospective donors that we have
a Christian fellowship. UPS truly is diverse. And, though it's not
always obvious, this is true. So if
you're in the market for a club to
believe in, I have got your back.
Let's start with the more general clubs, shall we? There is
the Political Science Association. If you are an IPE major,
or just interested in the political machine in general, this is
the club for you. If you prefer
to align yourself with a party,
try the UPS Young Democrats
or Young Republicans. These
clubs can help you satiate your
need to share your agenda with

others in your community.
Like a little radical activism
in your day? The Tacoma Students for a Democratic Society
can get you started fighting injustice, imperialism and greed.
But what if you have a specific political cause in mind?
Not to worry. If your interest
is on the anthropocentric side,
there are the Loggers for Global
AIDS Prevention, Students for
a Free Tibet, Vagina Anti-Violence Alliance and Voices for
Planned Parenthood (VOX).
However, if you are a little
more into Earth's other elements, check out the Students
for a Sustainable Campus (who,
under the ASUPS club description are billed simply as "hip-

pies"). If you have deemed one
of these clubs worthy of your
heart and soul, and you want to
know how to join up and take
on the world, head over to asups.
ups.edu/clubs . Here you can
find the email addresses of club
officers or members. Email one
of them; you know they want
to share their passion with you.
So that list somewhat confirms the notion that our campus is liberal by majority. And
honestly, the Young Republicans
are not currently on the ASUPS
website (however, Circle K and
several other clubs aren't listed
either). But conservative UPS
students are represented where
it counts: Facebook. When I
looked at all three of the appli-

cable groups on the University's
Facebook network, roughly
70% of all members were alums.
There is something more
important to note about the
list of clubs above: the sheer
quantity. It is widely accepted that college is the time to
be involved. And why not?
Our responsibilities are less
concrete now than they will be
later in our lives. It's an election year and, naturally, partisan politics are on all of our
minds. But, in many cases, the
point is simply to be involved.
It's part of your college experience, right? Whether you
join a sanctioned club or not,
just get out there. Be a part
of it. Get your hands dirty.
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Religious organizations allow for
spiritual growth and student choice
MARY KRAUSZER

FEATURES WRITER

As college students make the
transition from adolescence to
adulthood, many find themselves living on their own for the
first time. Curfews and dietary
stipulations of home are replaced with freedom and the infinite possibilities of a meal card.
There is a chance to reinvent personal style or overhaul personality in a totally new environment.
There is the decision of who
and what they want to become.
For many, spirituality or religion is an element ofthat reinvention that also must be addressed.
Students may find themselves for
the first time in a position where
they have a choice of what faith
they practice, if any. As this time
unfolds, it is important to know
that there are valuable resources
here on campus to assist in the
search of, or for, personal faith.
In addition to offering anything from all-day cheeseburgers to non-meat riblets, the SUB
can satisfy more than just your
dietary needs. Upstairs in the
SUB is the office of University
Chaplin Dave Wright, Director
of Spirituality, Service and Social
Justice. Wright is a clergyman of
the Christian faith, but works
with the many diverse spiritual
and religious organizations on
campus as an administrator and
facilitator. Wright acknowledges that there is a stereotype that
organized religion and liberal
arts cannot coexist, but doesn't
agree with it. The stereotype
is combated by the long list of

recognized on-campus religious
organizations, and the many
students Wright helps to connect with other students of their
religious or spiritual affiliation.
Chaplain Wright and the office of Spirituality, Service and
Social Justice (SSSJ) help individuals to find their place in the
campus religious and spiritual
community. As Puget Sound
enrolls students from a broader
spectrum of home-towns, the
religious spectrum also grows.
According to Wright, "students come concerned that they
will not find [their particular
faith] community here." For
these students, Wright offers
his services as a connection to
the student body and to the
faith organizations of surrounding Tacoma. Wright can help
students to find churches of
specific denominations in the
community and cooperate with
those churches to help students
transition into the congregation.
On-campus religious and
spiritual organizations have
the option of forming through
SSSJ. The SSSJ offers assistance
to groups planning on- and
off-campus events, connecting
with same-faith groups in the
community, organizing multifaith functions and spreading
the word on campus about faith
and spirituality options. Many
of these organizations are, in
fact, too small to be recognized
by ASUPS, but are recognized
by Chaplain Wright's office.
Those groups currently recognized by SSSJ include: Lighthouse, a large, non-denomi-

national Christian praise and
worship group; Jewish Students
Organization, which operates
with both on- and off-campus
clerical connections, and hosts
many special events; Puget
Sound Christian Fellowship, a
small, bible study and community-based group; University
Methodists, a progressive Christian group with a focus on social
justice; the Buddhist Student
Union, which meets for meditation once a week; Latter Day
Saint Student Association, which
will exist only on the request of
students this year; Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, which participates in community service
such as the Friday Night Feed;
Catholic Campus Fellowship,
which is reassembling this year
with a new advisor; Christian
Science, a new group this year;
Unitarian Club (UUUPS),
which is very involved in social
justice; and Queer Christians
Group, open to any GLBTQ
to act as a space where the
two identities of sexuality and
Christianity can intersect.
More information about these
and other clubs can be found
at www.ups.edu/spirituality.
If you don t see your particular faith or spiritual group represented in the list of existing
groups and are interested in connecting with others on campus,
contact the office of Spirituality,
Service and Social Justice. If you
are interested in continuing or
beginning your own faith search
with friendly assitance, feel free
to contact the SSSJ and Chaplain
Wright at dwright@ups.edu .
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t 2:45pm on a Saturday afternoon in the
SUB, a random sample of 30 students was
asked about their club involvement on campus,
here is what they had to say:

4 0/

of all active clubs reported by

/0 students in this sample (most

commonly mentioned were SAACS, BGLAD and Students for a Free Tibet)

4.8 /

was the average involvement in
clubs in which they are members
cited by the students, on a scale of 1 to 10, 1
being "very little."

reported feeling
Freshmen most
involved in
their clubs of choice, but that claimed allegiance to the fewest clubs

"[Being in a club] like a stress reliever from school. It's not always
about work and you can be with your
friends when you don't have time otherwise," Alex Thomas, Class of '10 said.

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES

JSO: The Jewish Student Organization, shown here at Log Jam, is just one campus faith group

Union. We also have the
Black Student Union, Asian
Pacific American Student
Union, and Hui-O-Hawaii.
For anyone interested in simply
trying something new, improving
upon a skill or even just hanging
out while doing something out of
the ordinary, the list of clubs just
keeps on going. You could start
fencing, learn circus skills, play an
intramural sport, swing dance, kayak, or whatever else appeals to you.
One thing to keep in mind is
ensuring you can still balance
your time accordingly. Most of
us will be on this campus for a total of four years, and that means

that you don't have to take everything on at once. Even if you are
just dying to participate in every
single club you signed up for, it is
good to realize that you can postpone one or two to another year,
or maybe just to next semester.
If you were not fortunate
enough to make it to Log Jam
this year and are wondering how
to learn more, or get involved
in a club now, there is a listing
of clubs on the ASUPS website. There are many more clubs
listed there than included in this
article, and it would be surprising if you weren't able to find at
least one or two that interest you.

Your all access pass to campus community service
SHELBY TAYLOR
FEATURES WRITER

Volunteering was the "in"
thing to do in high school.
Reasoning stemmed from two
phenomena. Either the junior
or senior realized that they had
not an hour of community service to their name, or the individual sincerely cared about
giving back to their community.
Volunteering is a means for
thinking outside of yourself so
as to help with a cause that is
bigger than you. Because little
(or tall) you can certainly make
a difference. So, for all you dogooders of high school, you can
certainly continue your habits here at U of Puget Sound.
First thereis Rotaract. Many of

you may have been involved in a
club called Interact, which is essentially Rotaract at the high
school level. Should this name
evoke a blank stare, Rotaract and
Interact are associated with Rotary, a worldwide organization
whose motto is "service above
self." Service certainly applies
at the college-based club, and
this year, Rotaract has a service
project a month in the works.
Most notable about Rotaract
is that when you join, youire
not only hooked up with likeminded volunteers itching to go
out and serve. Networking is of
equal importance to club goers,
and if anyone read last weekis
opinion regarding the correlation between senior year and
the real world, networking is a
biggie. Adults from a local Ro-

tary head the club and encourage attendees to do lunch with
their fellow Rotarians. Meetings are every other Wednesday starting Oct. 1 from 7 to
8 p.m. in WSC 201. Why not

start making connections now?
Circle K (CKI) is another alternative. "Circle K has been on
the UPS campus continuously
since 1981: senior and CKI
President Matt Reynolds said.
"Circle K is a volunteering organization that promotes eservice in action,i and our mission
is to get UPS students involved
in the many community service
opportunities in and around the
greater Tacoma region. We also
make donations to various charitable causes such as Relay for
Life and Dine Out for Life. In
addition to service based activi-

ties, our organization stresses
fellowship and leadership."
CKI is also involved with
such organizations as Toy Rescue Mission, Citizens for a
Healthy Bay, the Boys and Girls
Club, food banks, the Pierce
County AIDS Walk, and the
list goes on. Sound right up
your alley? Meetings are Tuesdays at 6:30 p.m. in WSC 101.
If the club scene isnit for
you, there is always the Office
of Community Engagement
which "provides services and
information to the extended
campus community, including neighbors sharing our residential neighborhood and
the broader community," according to the UPS website.
So whether you volunteer
through one of the above clubs

or go it alone, get to know
Tacoma by way of service.

The CKI calendar is as follows:
Thursdays: make blankets
for the homeless in the rendezvous from 8 to 9 p.m.
The last Thursday of every
month: make sandwiches to
distribute at Friday Night
Feed
Saturdays: go to a local
food bank to lend a hand
Oct. 4: members head to
Seattle for a CKI event
Oct. 11: go to Mother
Earth Farms, a local organic
farm
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Sluggish campus wireless New disease killing hundreds,
hinders student research, porn
BY BARRY GOODS

Combat Zone Noticer

Barry Goods spent the entirety
of last Saturday testing the wireless
internet in his room, alone.

say scientists, "No cure on horizon"
BY THALAMI THANDWICH

Freelance Analyzer
Walking down Lawrence
St. last weekend, I came
across a sad flannelled figure, crumpled on the curb,
head buried in his hands.
"What's wrong?" I asked.
He looked up, his red cheeks
streaming with alcohol tears. I
recognized the pangs of loss in
his eyes. He stuttered over his
words, sputtering like a baby.
"I was there, and it was great,
and I was losing at beer pong.
I blinked and it was writhing, dying — dead! The place
was festering with them — they
were everywhere, all over my
beer and up in my flannel.'
He sobbed. and I patted him
on the back, but I didn't have
the heart to lie to him and say
everything would be okay. I
had seen this before, and no
amount of flannel in the world
could absorb those tears...
Like leprosy or the common cold, the "Party Plague"

strikes without discrimination
or mercy. If the names of two
cross streets are spoken, even
whispered, by unsuspecting
upperclassmen in proximity
to a freshman dorm, the place
begins to stir. The halls echo
with the street names, thumbs
punch away at cell phones,
agitated and eager, and in no
time the party location has
been mass texted to inhabitants of every building. They
are organized, programmed
with the coordinates of attack.
The swarms descend on the
streets and drink the lifeblood
from the parties, just as they are
getting underway. This leaves
their once hopeful founders,
like poor flannel boy, weeping, destitute, in the streets.
Called a "catastrophe" and
"the biggest crisis to hit the
streets of Tacoma since the
garbage truck missed 1003
N. Lawrence two weeks in a
row," Party Plague is increasingly an issue of public concern.
UPS administration has yet

to address the problem of the
Party Plague. Feeling abandoned, many upperclassmen
are making bold statements to
call more attention to the issue.
In one television interview,
meant to draw public sympathy
and charity, one enraged house
owner broke from the script,
looked right at the camera and
said "President Ron Thom
doesn't care about drunkpeople."
As shocking as these words
were, those who have observed
the unrestrained terror of Party Plague are seeing that they
hold a certain morbid truth.
Experts are stymied by the
staggering losses suffered due to
Party Plague. Their only advice
to frightened partiers is to buffer
the barriers, lower voices, and if
the swarms prevail, learn to love
them — or at least laugh at them.
Thalami 7handwich recently lost
her house, car and worldly possessions
to several diseases, not least of all the
plague. Other diseases include mumps,
the bubonic plague and rocky mountain
spotted fever, lime disease, the clap and
several S1'Ds specifically found in sharks.

Diversions not diverting enough
Cafe baristas discussed plans
to win back the student body.
"I asked my friends to stop by
and see me on my shift, but
we close soon... I think they
forgot," offered one barista.
"I do everything I can to promote this place. I wake up at 5
a.m. to go downtown and chalk
the streets before I open. Just so
those busy bee bankers will know
where to come if they ever want
real coffee. I don't know what
else I can do!" protested another.
The third made a face ofpainful
concern and offered, "It s chill,
but the tips haven't been great
lately. Chalking downtown is not
enough. We need to do more!"
One bright-eyed barista commented "We're really making
some progress! We actually just
got sponsored by WaMu last
week, so we... what ? DAMN IT !"
So, here's a thought, even if
sitting and drinking coffee or the
crossing of legs is not your bag,
Diversions has more to offer.
Next time you want a chill atmosphere to eat your pizza or hot
wings, you know where to go.
,
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Sophomore Taylor Griffin, visibly feeling something. Maybe anger.
BY BIGG CHAMPGIONETTA

Combat Zone Researcher
In a shocking outburst of ambivalence, an anonymous senior
class Logger exclaimed her disinterest in the Diversions student
café. Amid the hustle and bustle
of Wheelock Student Center
this week, she was overheard by
an Information Center assistant
proclaiming, "I can't do this shit
anymore" and would no longer
pretend to be interested in being,
or getting, diverted at Diversions.
I just don't have the time to
sit and drink coffee, you know ? I
mean, I don't really even like it."
Common pastimes of Diversions café patrons include the
age-old Logger traditions of sitting, drinking coffee, laughing,
use of electrical outlets and the
general crossing oflegs. But, some
students just are not interested.
Looking for a fresh perspective
on the matter, eight freshpersons
found strolling together across
the North quad were asked their
feelings on Diversions Cafe.
"Umm,
I
think
I've
been
there,"
said
one.
Recalled another, "I got a piz-

za there once; it was all right."
The other six refused to cornment, but nodded in agreement.
Upon investigation on a Friday evening, Cafe attendance
was sparse. A smattering of
chemistry majors could be
seen utilizing electrical outlets and two apparently inebriated freshpersons were attempting to order hot wings.

Bigg Champgionetta's says her
ideal evening consists of "what the
hell buisness is it of yours?" and a conjecture that your mother's love life is
extremely active.

PHOTO COURTESY THE OREGONIAN/BRENT WOJAHN

This mangled wreck is all that remains of a once happening party
on 12th and Alder. The original theme was "Jungle Fever" but
after the locust-like descent of the party plague, any jungle related thoughts were pushed from the minds of the party-goers.

THE JOLLY LOGGER
14/ell,

I think I'm
do you? startin3to 3et

You know what I
don't 3et about
rhetorical questions?

an idea, yes
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Since early September, students using the wireless "LogGers" Internet at the University of Puget Sound have been
increasingly frustrated by its
poor performance. The lackluster web connection has cost
the average user 37 extra hours
a week of- time spent waiting for
buffering videos. As more and
more students begin opting for
Ethernet cables or transferring
to other universities, it is becoming clear that the school's
information super highway has
a few kinks in the roadwork.
Says one student, "The time
it takes to watch online videos
for class is getting out of control. Sometimes it takes weeks.
I once started a video I needed
to see for a Biology course,
and I finished the class before
the webpage finished loading."
Perhaps the greatest victim of the sluggish wireless
speed is the online adult film
industry, which has seen dra-

matic falls in the number of
visitors to popular websites.
Says one industry leader, "We
used to be able to count on a
few thousand hits an hour from
UPS students. But with their
slow Internet speed these days,
I think more students are favoring real sexual experiences
over putting up with the slow
buffering times. It's disgusting."
Not all students have given
up hope, however, and many are
adopting new and innovative
methods for improving wireless
performance. Hugh Samson, a
senior residing in Trimble this
year has perfected a dance he
believes triples Internet speed.
"It's simple," Samson explained,
"you just put the laptop on the
floor and skip slowly around it
forty times while holding a Bible and singing songs of praise
to the Lord. It's never failed
me yet, although sometimes it
helps to add an extra forty...or
to drink a few. The more I've
had to drink, the faster it goes."

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the opinions of anyone. Please
send complaints to trail@ups.edu.
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Freshman DJs bring varied tastes to The Sound
BY JEN DAVIS

ABLE WRITER
Being a college freshman is
not always easy. From adjusting to dorm life and living
away from home to gauging
exactly how much alcohol one
can drink without becoming
a social pariah, upon entering
college we are faced with a proverbial minefield of challenges,
relying mainly on our instincts
to make it through alive.
Yet there are still those who,
despite the ever-present stress of
freshman year itself, have chosen
to devote their time to a greater
cause: KUPS, 90.1 FM, Tacoma, UPS' all-student, all-asskicking, campus radio station.
The Sound, which is run
from four rooms in the basement of the S.U.B., caters
to the demanding listening
needs of the greater student
body all day and all night.
Every year KUPS selects about
150 DJs for assorted weekly
time slots, and this year, a number of those DJs were freshmen.
Coming from every possible
background, together these
first-years have created a highly
eclectic musical piñata, which
they are more than psyched to
share with their fellow students.
Along with shows in KUPS'
general categories of music, many freshmen have also
been hired to DJ weekend

slots with genres ranging
from post-modern Swedish
instrumental to jam-funk.
Freshman Walter Mitchell
hosts a smorgasbord of German music every Saturday
morning from 9 a.m. to 10
a.m. Under the general title of
German, Mitchell plays everything from hip-hop to classic
German rock to German punk.
His interest in The Sound was
sowed upon an overnight visit
to campus during his senior year
of high school when he heard
an upperclassman espouse the
virtues of student-run radio
and the glory that is KUPS.
Of course, "sharin' music with my buddies," said
Mitchell, "is equally great."
Taking German throughout
high school "'cause it wasn't
Spanish: in his junior year,
Mitchell hosted a German exchange student who provided
him with a more in-depth exposure to the music and culture.
Having traveled to Germany twice since then, he
feels confident enlightening
his peers to an area of music
Americans aren't exposed to
at all. "For anyone who learns
German, listening to the music helps a lot," said Mitchell.
But for Mitchell, it's not
just about the wonder of the
language. "You don't hear
a song and say, 'that's German.' It's more about the band
and the music they make."

•

•
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Radio: This autumn, our very own 90.1 is bubbling with fresh new perspectives on music.
Also hosting weekend shows
are freshmen Monica Hanson and Danny Ross, playing
World Music and 60s psychedelic folk, respectively.
Ross, who often sports a

green visor and harbors aspirations of becoming a marketing lobbyist, plays most
of his music on vinyl, sorting
through record after record of
day-gfo album artwork and in-

toxicant-inspired band names.
His weekend show airs
from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Saturday
afternoons.
on
SEE KUPS PAGE 16

Southern Kitchen's hearty comfort
food sobers and satisfies students
BY NAZIR OLANGIAN

A&E WRITER

PHOTO COURTESY ALLMOVIEPHOTO.COM

Struggle: The film explores efforts to find meaning in life.

Choke, a worthy attempt
left gasping for script
BY THEA TRINDLE

A&E WRITER

On Friday Sept. 26, Fox
Searchlight Pictures and Clark
Gregg released Choke, a film adaptation of Chuck Palahniuk's
2001 novel of the same name.
The story follows an abandoned, mentally distraught
man who finds escape in an
excess of sexual activity and attention through the action of
choking himself mid-meal in
restaurants in search of comfort. He also happens to be vying for financial assistance from
idealistic "good Samaritans."
The film, a seven-year project, made its debut at the 2008
Sundance Film Festival and received the Special Jury Award
for a drama by an ensemble cast.

A longtime fan of Palahniuk's work, Clark Gregg landed
upon Choke and decided to
adapt it because he was drawn
to its frank commentary on the
human emotion of love and
the associated intricacies of
sexual intimacy, or lack thereof.
The cast includes Sam Rockwell as the main character Victor; Brad William Henke as
Victor's best friend Denny;
Angelica Huston as Ida Mancini, Victor's slightly insane
and drug-addicted mother;
and Kelly Macdonald as Paige
Marshall, whom one might
remember as Carla Jean Moss
in No Country for Old Men.
`Twas an honorable attempt,
SEE CHOKE PAGE I 5

I don't know how most people deal with their hangovers,
but for my friends and I, the
best remedy is heavy laughter
and wholesome, hearty food.
It was a weekday morning,
and one of the first of oh-somany cloudy days that are
destined to come in Tacoma.
Maybe it was the lack of sun,
the hangover or the feeling
of cynicism after our morning discussion of UPS' diversity theme year planning, but
my friends and I decided that
we needed breakfast somewhere that accommodated
all our anxieties: Southern
Kitchen (or, as my friends
like to call it, "So-Kitch").
Located at 6th Ave. and
Sprague Ave., Southern
Kitchen is what most UPS
students would say is "outside the UPS bubble."
For those students that have
succumb to the "UPS bubble,"
this African-American-owned
restaurant is an invaluable example of the rich, diverse ethnic community that exists only
a few miles away from campus.
Southern Kitchen draws in a
lot of customers and regulars all
for many different reasons, but
after allocating enough funds
towards booze money, the
$4.95 breakfast special is apretty good deal for most students.
The meal comes with the
special of the day (pancakes,
toast, biscuits and gravy, or
omelet); two eggs any style;
a side of hash browns, home

fries or grits; and toast.
However, for the sake of reviewing a Southern eatery, I
decided to try the Catfish Fillet breakfast plate ($12), which
comes along with the same
sides as the breakfast special.
The filet was breaded with
a house mix of peppers and
spices, which tasted as if centuries of practice had culminated into reaching this zenith of Southern cooking.
The two eggs over-medium
and sourdough toast, needless to say, were just right, allowing me to perform my
favorite bread-in-yoke dip
with enthusiasm and finesse.
The home fries (thinly sliced
potatoes with sauteed onions)
were absolutely heavenly, specially dipped in So-Kitch's
Louisiana style
very own
hot sauce that can be liberally applied to all their entrees.
To wash down all the tummy-warming flavors, Southern
Kitchen has a variety of homemade lemonades and iced teas.
However, I strongly recommend the coffee. If you are like
me, you may be vulnerable to
sudden nap attacks, leaving you
face-down next to your plate.
I give high marks to the attentiveness and timing of the
waiters. Our cups of coffee were
always full and we felt no rush
to quickly finish our meals to
accommodate more customers.
At Southern Kitchen you pay
when you're ready to pay, giving customers plenty of time to
converse and enjoy their meals.
It seems almost impossible
to express in words the con-

tagious smiles and lively atmosphere within Southern
Kitchen. In comparison to the
rest of the breakfast diners on
6th Ave., there is no competition to rival the intimacy you
feel between your stomach
and the welcoming atmosphere at Southern Kitchen.
Perhaps it's the true power
of comfort food, or the joyous
attitude of the management at
Southern Kitchen, but no matter what the weather is in Tacoma, there is a collective energy
in this restaurant that shines on
the faces at every table, changing new-corners into regulars.
My appreciation for Southern Kitchen goes beyond its
Breakfast Special, mouthwatering dinner menu and
the strict "no-swine" policy.
Southern Kitchen is an exemplary illustration of the cultural
diversity that can be found
in our Tacoma community.
Nazir Olangian wants more idle
time.

I

Southern Kitchen:
1716 6th Ave.
Tacoma, WA 98405
(253) 627-4282
Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 8 a.m. 9 p.m.
Sun. 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
-

Prices: about $10 per
dinner entree
Breakfast served all day.
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CHOKE

CONT. FROM PAGE 14

yet Gregg's try at translating
Palahniuk's dry, edgy writing style to the screen did not
work out according to plan.
The anarchic qualities of
Choke's text are unparalleled
and thus virtually impossible to visually reproduce.
The dialogue seems nonsensical and awkwardly abrupt,
mostly because the actors unforli tunately have little to work with
(aside from partaking in graphic
sex scenes that definitely wade
into pornographic waters).
Highlights of the film include Angelica Huston's portrayal of Ida Mancini, Victor's
mother. Huston cleverly capS tures the personality of an aging drug-addicted mother who
can no longer seem to recognize
her emotionally wrecked son.
Within the various flashbacks
she also plays the role of Victor's
mother at a younger age, encapsulatingthecharacter'spersonality traits of lawless eccentricity.
I also enjoyed the scenes
where the viewer gets a first
hand look at Victor and Denny's
absurd occupations as re-enactors for the Colonial Times.
Children come through
the town of a supposedly accurate portrayal of Ye Olde
America, yet have no idea
who the individuals playing
the innocent characters of the
townsmen are: the sex addict
masturbating every five minutes, the druggie smoking a
cigarette while milking a cow...
Oh Palahniuk, how you paint
such an interesting picture.
Personally, I found the performances of the delirious old
ladies in the psych ward to be
the most commendable and
chuckle worthy in the film.

From the scene that entailed one woman harassing
Victor for "touching her woo
woo" to the boisterous scene
of the entire group creating a
state of extreme hysteria (in a
psych ward, mind you), representing the theme of ultimate
chaos not only within the self
but within society as well.
Although I do first and foremost recommend that you enter
the world within the pages of
Chuck Palahniuk's actual novel,
watching the film is still a worthy activity to entertain during
one of our notorious gloomy
Pacific Northwest afternoons.
Take the 11 bus route down
to Fawcett Street, set yourself up with a bag of popcorn and count on at least
getting a few laughs out of
this sinisterly chaotic movie.
In the coming months The
Grand Cinema will be holding
their Tacoma film festival. The
theater will also show some noteworthy full-length new releases.
The Duchess, starring Keira Knightly, opens tonight.
The film tells the story of the
Duchess of Devonshire, an
"it-girl" in the 1760s who
struggled with the various
unreasonable restrictions that
governed gentlewomen in
her wealthy British society.
Next Friday, The Grand will
host I Served the King of England, a Czech film that follows
the life of Jan Dite during the
1930s in Czechoslovakia, the
time of a Nazi-infested Europe.
I hope you come out and support the Grand Cinema soon!
Thea Trindle would like some
(root) beer with those French fries,
please!
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Students!

See what all the Every weekend:
hubbub is about
at your local North
West hangout!
FRIDAY - DJ
Phase
TE,',-gtibg.p`sc124M
SATURDAY- Live Music 1129=1,gy;41470.1
SUNDAY
- Happy hour all day
go to www.theharmonhu.com
long!
for more information!
ALWAYS ALL AGES!

253.683.4606
theharnionhub.corn

203 Tacoma Ave S
Tacoma, WA 98402
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Colin and Brad keep everyone in stitches

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/PAUL WICKS

Comedy: This pair's hilarious antics brought an ample dose of laughter to Schneebeck.
BY COLIN WALLACE

A&E

WRITER

Last Saturday, after the Homecoming game had ended and
the alumni dinners had served
their last flute of champagne,
comedians Colin Mochrie and
Brad Sherwood of the late,
great ABC improv series Whose
Line is it Anyway? brought their
touring show An Evening with
Colin Mochrie & Brad Sherwood" to the University of
Puget Sound's Schneebeck Hall.
The event was originally
supposed to be held at the
much larger Memorial Fieldhouse venue. However, as the
Fieldhouse's ceiling is apparently due to cave in any second now (who knew ?), the
show was moved to the more
intimate, less-likely-to-buryyou-alive Schneebeck Hall.
The smaller setting served
the performers well. I cannot
imagine the sight of Mochrie
and Sherwood bringing frightened audience members up on
stage, feigning drunkenness and
throwing mousetraps at each
other's private parts being nearly as entertaining when viewed
from 100 feet away, stuck
in some dingy corner of the
splintering Fieldhouse rafters.
What's that you say, dear
reader? "Mousetraps?" Oh yes,
indeed. While the two men
played many of the games familiar to fans of Whose Line
is it Anyway? — favorites such
as "Moving Bodies," "If You
Know What I Mean," and
"Sound Effects," to name a
few — the highlight of the
night was unquestionably the
show's finale, which Sherwood
aptly described as "The world's

most dangerous improv game."
The premise of the game
— "Alphabet" — was quite
simple enough. Mochrie and
Sherwood performed a scene
in which each sentence started
with the next successive letter
of the alphabet ("Al, I'm tired:'
"But you just took a nap," etc.).
The twist was that the men
played the scene on a stage set
with 100 live mousetraps. While
barefoot. And blindfolded.
Needless to say, I have never
seen comedy look so painful
on a UPS stage. That the men
were willing to subject themselves to such torture for an
audience's pleasure is either
a testament to their commitment to their craft or a cautionary tale for supporting actors from canceled TV shows.
Whichever way you look
at it, there is no denying that
the two men left their audience hugely satisfied. I smiled
so much my mouth actually
ached when the show ended.
I certainly was not the only
one who enjoyed the evening.
Judging by the size of the crowd
in Schneebeck and the rapturous applause and standing ovation Mochrie and Sherwood received at night's end, the event
was popular not only with
UPS students but also locals
from the Tacoma community.
If I had one complaint about
the show (and believe me, I am
really reaching here) it would
be that more Puget Sound
students were not called up
when the games required audience participation. Of the
five individuals brought up on
stage to take part in a scene,
only one was a UPS student.
Of course, I only went to one

BLUE MOUSE THEATRE
2611 N. Proctor St.
Fri Oct. 3 - Wed Oct. 8
Northwest Snowboard Premeire
Friday, 7:30 pm
Saturday Oct. 4 - Thursday Oct. 9th
Get Smart
Nightly @ 7:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday Matinee 4:14 pm
Rated PG- 13

253.752.9500

www.bluemousetheatre.com

of the evening's performances.
Because Schneebeck Hall is
smaller in size than the Fieldhouse, Mochrie and Sherwood
performed two 70 minute shows
instead of one 90 minute show.
When one considers the fact
that Mochrie and Sherwood
had only twenty minutes to recover from the wounds of their
encounter with the mousetraps
before doing the whole show all
over again, I'm tempted to forgive the men for any perceived
slight against UPS students.
Really, it is a wonder they were
still standing after a combined
two hours and twenty minutes
of high energy improvisation.
All in all, An Evening with
Colin Mochrie & Brad Sherwood" was the perfect way for
ASUPS to end Homecoming week with a bang. I know
I was impressed and let's hope
some alumni with deep pockets
were impressed as well. Maybe
then we can get an athletic facility that isn't a death trap.
Colin Wallace and Colin Mochrie have the same first
name. Which is pretty sweet.

THE

rand

CINEMA
606 S FAWCETT AVE
TACOMA, WA 98402

Tickets are
$6.00 with
your
student ID!

THE 3rd ANNUAL

TACOMA FILM FESTIVAL
See website for full festival info

www.TacomaFilmFestival.com

CHOKE (R)
Fri: 2:45, 4:50,7:00,9:10
Sat/Sun: 12:40, 2:45, 4:50,1:00, 9:10
Mon-Thurs: 2:45, 4:50, 7:00, 9:10

BOTTLE SHOCK (PG-13)
Fri - Thurs: 2:00, *4:20, 6:40, 9:00
A discussion will follow Saturday's 4:20 show

WWW.GRANDCINEMA.COM
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Parkour forgoes sidewalk to walk on the wild side *
Risk seekers find thrills with
extreme new campus club

•
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Motion: Parkour combines gymnastics and risky stunts to
produce a sport that is not exactly conventional.
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/JESSE BALDRIDGE
BY DAVID LEV

A & E WRITER
By this time in the year, you
have probably started to decide
which extracurricular activities
you want to commit to at UPS
and which you simply can't.
Well, before you make your final
decision, I would like to bring
up a club you may not have
heard about: the Parkour Club.
In case you do not know,
parkour is a "physical activity" (there is unfortunately

no better phrase to describe
it, as it is neither a sport nor a
martial art) based around the
concept of getting from point
A to point B as quickly or efficiently as possible. This is primarily done by vaulting, jumping or climbing over objects.
Invented by French gymnast
and stunt man David Belle, who
himself was influenced by the
system of physical fitness and
training used by the French military and firefighters, when done
correctly parkour allows people

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/JESSE BALDRIDGE

KUPS
"Music is my life," said
Ross without a dash of irony.
Of his penchant for DJing Ross said, "I can't play
any instruments because I
feel like I'm critical, [but] I
have good taste to back it up."
Ross also co-hosts a doom
show on Monday nights from 12
p.m. to 1 a.m., a field which he
considers a "really unexplored
enre of metal," and notes that
nobody's ever played a 20 minute doom song over the air."
Hanson, whose musical distinctions are somewhat less
defined, plays music from
around the world on Sunday
mornings from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m.
Though she "doesn't yet
have a theme," DJ-ing has
"always been kinda something [she's] wanted to do."

to do things like vault over walls,
climb up buildings, walk on railins and jump from roof to roof.
Parkour is the art of natural movement in an unnatural
environment," said sophomore
Colin MacDonald, resident
of the Parkour House, where
many of the events put on by
the Parkour Club take place.
He also described it as "the
art of running from the cops."
Fundamentally, parkour is
about training your mind and
body so that you can perceive
the world around you as a series of obstacles to bypass: in
essence, you begin to see the
world as a sort of playground.
"It's about understanding your
own limitations and then going
beyond them," said sophomore
Griffin Hotchkiss, who also lives
in the Parkour House and is very
involved in the Parkour Club.
Parkour is a fundamentally noncompetitive activity: the entire point is selfimprovement, trying to do
that last vault better next time.
MacDonald and Hotchkiss also wanted to clear up
the difference between the
parkour they do and a similar activity, free running.
Free running is essentially
parkour which sacrifices e ficiency for style. Hotchkiss

and MacDonald referred to
it as "skateboarding without
the skateboard" and "outdoor gymnastics." They did
agree that there is some value in free running as well.
"Every time you're able to do
some ornamental move that you
weren't able to do before, that's
still progress," said Hotchkiss.
MacDonald is the one who
started the Parkour House. Before he came to UPS, he had
to flee from a party that had
been raided by the police, and
was concerned at how slowly
he had jumped fences and bypassed other such obstacles.
He discovered parkour on
YouTube (if you type in either
"parkour" or "free running"
into the YouTube search engine
you'll find enough videos to
last you several days. I personally recommend "Parkour Kai.")
Hotchkiss, who lived on the
Humanities Floor with MacDonald last year, saw what
Macdonald was doing, thought
it looked pretty cool, and decided to follow him on his runs.
Several other Humanities
Floor members followed suit.
At the end of the year they applied for a Parkour Theme
House and got it. In addition
to MacDonald and Hotchkiss, the Parkour House mem-

bers include Claire Lamka,
Krystle Pagarigan and Connor Harkins, all sophomores.
Typically, the Parkour Club
has events on Saturdays and
Sundays from noon to 2
p.m., with the possibility of
additional events in downtown Tacoma at other times.
However, they do not have
events when it is raining, so there
is a possibility that events organized by the Parkour Club itself
might be ending soon as the skies
get greyer and more overcast.
However, the Parkour Club itself not having an event shouldn't
stop ambitious people from
practicing parkour themselves.
The Parkour House has several nice vaults to practice on
that can be used at any time (if
you let the Parkour House know
that you are using them, of
course), and once you have seen
someone demonstrate how to do
some of the basic moves, you can
go off on your own and practice.
So, if you can make some time
for an activity that is great fun
and a good workout, I thoroughly recommend checking out the
Parkour Club. I would suggest
trying it before the weather
turns against you, though.
David Lev says, "Don't drink
and do parkour!"

CONT. FROM PAGE 14
Spanning all areas of music,
these new students have each
brought a unique spin and taste
to an already great radio station.
Although there are always
first-time screw-ups, like not
turning on a microphone
or accidentally stopping the
music, most new DJs seem
hopeful for the music of the
upcoming semester. And
they're not the only ones.
"The new DJs are pretty excellent," said Carmen Bria,
The Sound's weekend music
director; and quite frankly, I would have to agree.
Jen Davis supports the music
of the world, and thinks that you
should listen to her KUPS show on
Mondays and Wednesdays from 9
a.m. to 10 a.m.

Lighthouse
Laundry

Open 6am 11pm
Westgate South • Tacoma
(corner of Pearl & N. 26th)
-

